
Characteristics of the Text 
Genre • Nonfi ction

Text Structure • Information is presented by description and comparison. 
Content • Life cycle of ducks

• Behavior of ducks in hot and cold seasons
Themes and Ideas • Animals make changes when seasons change.

Language and 
Literary Features

• Meaning provided through integration of photos with text 
• One exclamation for emphasis

Sentence Complexity • Simple sentences with four to seven words
• Simple sentence patterns with no embedded phrases or clauses

Vocabulary • Content words about life of ducks: duck, nest, sits, eggs, open, swim, water, grow
Words • Highlighted high-frequency words: down, fall, goes, green, grow, new, open, yellow

Illustrations • Photographs closely linked to text on all pages
Book and Print Features • Nine pages of text 

• Two lines of text on each page
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Ducks
by Sara Wilhelm

Fountas-Pinnell Level D
Nonfiction
Selection Summary
In hot weather, a duck makes a nest and sits on her eggs. The eggs 
hatch, and baby ducks are born. When the weather turns cold, the 
ducks fl y to a warmer place.
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down goes grow open

fall green new yellow

Words to Know

Ducks by Sara Wilhelm 

Build Background
Read the title and talk about the cover photograph. Tell children that this book will give 
facts about ducks. Build interest by asking questions such as the following: Where have 
you seen ducks? What were the ducks doing?

Introduce the Text
Guide children through the text, helping with unfamiliar words so they can read the text 
successfully. Here are some suggestions:

Page 2: Explain that in this book, children will read about how ducks live. 
Suggested language: Turn to page 2. Look at the photo. What do you see? Do you 
think ducks might like to live here? The sentences say: It is hot now. The grass 
is green. Say green. What sound do you hear at the beginning of green? Green 
begins with the /gr/sound. Find the word green and say it.

Page 3: Have children look at the photo. What does this mother duck have? Yes, 
she has a nest with some eggs. The sentences read: The duck has a nest. She has 
new eggs. Say new. What letter would you expect to see fi rst in new? Find new and 
put your fi nger under it.

Page 5: Turn to page 5 and look at the photo. What is happening to the eggs now? 
After the mother duck sits on the nest, the eggs start to open! What is starting to 
come out of the eggs?

Page 6: Remind children that they can use information in the pictures to help them 
read. Who are the ducks in this picture? The sentence reads: The new 
ducks grow up. These are the same ducks that came out of the eggs. They are 
growing bigger every day! 

Now turn back to the beginning of the book and read about how ducks live.

Words to Know
Have children turn to the Words to Know at the back of the book. Read each word aloud and 
then together. Explain any unknown words. Tell children to look for these words as they read.

2 Lesson 13: Ducks
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Read
As the children read, observe them carefully. Guide them as needed, using language that 
supports their problem-solving ability. 

Respond to the Text
Personal Response
Ask children to share their personal responses to the book. Begin by asking what they 
liked best about the book, or what they found interesting.
Suggested language: What did you learn about ducks that you didn’t know before?

Ways of Thinking
As you discuss the text, help children understand these teaching points:

Thinking Within the Text Thinking Beyond the Text Thinking About the Text

• In hot weather, a duck makes a 
nest and sits on her eggs.

• The eggs open and baby ducks 
are born.

• When the weather gets cold, the 
ducks fl y away.

• Animals make changes when 
seasons change.

• The life of an animal is cyclical.

• The photos show what ducks 
do in different seasons and how 
they grow.

• The close up photos of the nest 
let you see things you couldn’t 
see In real life. 
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Choices for Support
Concepts of Print
Help children hear and identify long and short vowel sounds in words and the letters that 
represent them. 

Phonemic Awareness and Word Work
Provide practice as needed with words and sounds, using one of the following activities:

• Substitute Initial Phonemes Have children substitute initial consonants to make new 
words (nest/best/pest/rest/test/vest; fall/ball/call/hall/mall/tall/wall; hot/cot/dot/got/lot/
not/pot). 

• Build Words Have children make more words beginning with the same sound as green
(grow, grass, grape, grab, grin, grade). Write the words in a list on the board or on a 
large sheet of paper. Read the list aloud together.

3 Lesson 13: DucksGrade 1
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Writing About Reading
Vocabulary Practice
Read the directions and have children complete the Vocabulary questions on BLM 13.1.

Responding
Have children complete the vocabulary activities on page 11.

Building Vocabulary
Describing Words
Have children use some of the photos in Ducks to tell about the way ducks look. 
Suggested language: Let’s look at the photo on page 4. What parts of the duck do you 
see? What colors are that part of the duck? As children suggest words, write their words 
on the board or on a large strip of paper. 

(Possible suggestions for page 4: black and brown feathers, black beak, black eye) 

After children have made their suggestions, read the list aloud together, pointing to each 
word. Look at all the words we can use to describe ducks! 

Writing Prompt
Read aloud the following prompt. Have children draw and write their response, using the 
writing prompt on page 6. 

Draw a picture of what ducks do when it gets cold.

Write a sentence about what the ducks are doing. 

4 Lesson 13: DucksGrade 1
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Read directions to children.
3

Words to Know
Look at the words below. Draw lines to show 

words that go together.

down goes grow open

fall green new yellow

Word Bank

 1. down  close

 2. fall  grass

 3. goes   bigger

 4. green  autumn

 5. grow  old

 6. new  up

 7. open  comes

 8. yellow  chick

Words to Know
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved.
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English Language Learners
Vocabulary Make sure children can use the words they need to talk about the duck’s 
nest: nest, sits, eggs, start, open, new, grow.

Oral Language Development
Check children’s comprehension, using a dialogue that best matches their English 
profi ciency level. Speaker 1 is the teacher, Speaker 2 is the child.

Beginning/ Early Intermediate Intermediate Early Advanced/ Advanced

Speaker 1: What does the duck have 
for her eggs?

Speaker 2: a nest

Speaker 1: What comes out of the 
eggs?

Speaker 2: baby ducks

Speaker 1: What can ducks do in 
water?

Speaker 2: swim

Speaker 1: What does the duck make 
while the weather is hot?

Speaker 2: She makes a nest.

Speaker 1: What happens after the duck 
sits on her eggs?

Speaker 2: The eggs open and baby 
ducks come out.

Speaker 1: What do the ducks do 
when the weather gets cold?

Speaker 2: They fl y away.

Speaker 1: What do the ducks do 
when the weather gets warmer 
and the sun is hot?

Speaker 2: They come back.

5 Lesson 13: DucksGrade 1
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Name  Date 

Ducks
Draw a picture of what ducks do 
when it gets cold.

Write a sentence about what the ducks are doing. 

6 Lesson 13: DucksGrade 1
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Words to Know
Look at the words below. Draw lines to show 

words that go together.

down goes grow open

fall green new yellow

Word Bank

 1. down  close

 2. fall  grass

 3. goes   bigger

 4. green  autumn

 5. grow  old

 6. new  up

 7. open  comes

 8. yellow  chick

Name 
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Words to Know
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44
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Student  Date 
Lesson 13
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Ducks
Running Record Form

Ducks • level d

Behavior Code Error

Read word correctly ✓ 
cat 0

Repeated word, 
sentence, or phrase

® 
cat

0

Omission — cat 1

Behavior Code Error

Substitution cut 
cat 1

Self-corrects cut sc 
cat 0

Insertion the 

ˆcat 1

Word told T 
cat 1

page Selection Text Errors Self-Corrections

2

3

4

5

6

It is hot now.

The grass is green.

The duck has a nest.

She has new eggs.

The duck sits

on the eggs.

The eggs start

to open!

The new ducks

grow up.

Comments: Accuracy Rate  
(# words read 

correctly/33 × 100)

 %

Self-Correction 
Rate  

(# errors + #  
Self-Corrections/  
Self-Correction)

1: 
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